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1. INTRODUCTION
Goal: Study a generalization of Hidden Markov
Models (HMM).

• Weakness: HMM only allow geometric durations:

P(d|j) = (1−Aj,j)A
d
j,j .

• HSMM: models the time spent on a hidden state.
• Practical application? source separation,

and music sheet matching & alignment.

2. THE EMISSION MODEL
HSMM ≡ HMM without the Markov property.
Hidden state qn:
• HMM: qn → un (only one emission)
• HSMM: qn → (u1..udn

)n (sequence!)

Probabilistic model for the emissions: cf. [Yu10]

P
(

(qn, (u1..udn)n), n = 1..N
)

= P(q1)× P((u1..ud1)1|q1)

×
∏

n=2..N

P(qn|qn−1)P((u1..dn
)n|qn)

3. PROBA. GRAPHICAL MODELS

Figure 1: The first PGM was intractable.
N sequences, T observations, hidden state qk ∈ {1..K}, ob-
served variables ut, duration of ith sequence di.

Figure 2: A simpler Probabilistic Graphical Model, after re-
moving di → qi+1 and di → di+1 (to become tractable).

4. ASSUMPTIONS
We restrict the model to :

Ai,j = P(j|i) (Markovian transition i� j)
Dj,d = P(d|j) ( ≡ (1−Aj,j)A

d
j,j for HMM)

Bt,j,d = P(ut−d+1..ut|j, d) =
t∏

t′=t−d+1

N (ut′ |j, d)

Note: we only considered (µj ,Σj)-Gaussian blobs, cf. [Yu10].

5. 2 GOALS, 2 ALGORITHMS
1. Filtering: predict the most probable value for ev-

ery hidden state, after having observed the whole
sequence of values (u1..T ).
=⇒ Message Passing Algorithm (MPA) !
1.a. Forward : αt,j,d = P(qt−d+1..t = j, u1..uT ),
1.b. Backward: βt,j,d = P(ut+1..uT |qt−d+1..t)

2. Inference: estimate all the model parameters µ̂i, Σ̂i,
π̂i = P(q1 = i), Âi,j , D̂j,d iteratively.
=⇒ Expectation-Maximization algorithm (EM) !

6. 1ST ALGO. : FILTERING (α, β)
Two passes in the Message Passing algorithm:
1.a. Forward α−recursion (→):

αt,j ≡
d(j)
max∑
d=1

Bt,j,dDj,d

(
K∑
i=1

Ai,jαt−d,i

)
.

1.b. Backward β−recursion (←):

βt,i ≡
K∑
j=1

Ai,j

d(j)
max∑
d=1

Dj,dBt+d,j,dβt+d,j

 .

“Exact”: implemented with logs and logsumexp to
avoid underflow errors, cf. [Mur02].
Algorithm complexity: O(TK2Dmax).

7. 2ND ALGO. : INFERENCE (E-M)
– E step: quick, uses α, β (filtering ≡ expectation).
– M step: 1) For the Gaussian blobs, we use
means/covariances of (ut)t=1..T , weighted by normal-
ized P(qt = i), for µ̂i, Σ̂i, and:

µ̂i
new ←

∑
t

P(qt=i)∑
t,i P(qt=i)ut,

Σ̂i

new
←

∑
t

(ut − µi)
T P(qt=i)∑

t,i P(qt=i) (ut − µi).

The probability of transition i � j at time t is written
ξt(i, j) = P(qt = i, qt+1 = j|u1..uT ).

And the probability of having a duration d(qj) = d is
written η(j, d) = P(qd−v = j, v = 1..d, qd 6= j|u1..uT ) +∑
t=1..T

P(qt 6= j, qd−v = j, v = 1..d, qt+v+1 6= j|u1..uT ).

2) For the prior, transition matrix and durations:
π̂i

new ← P(q1 = i|u1..uT ),

Ânew
i,j ←

∑
t
ξt(i, j)/

∑
i6=j

∑
t
ξt(i, j),

D̂new
j,d ← η(j, d)/

∑
d

η(j, d).

Complexity: m×O(TK2D2
max) for m steps, cf. [Yu10].

8. EXPERIMENT #1 : DATA
T = 500 train data drawn from a 4-cluster HMM, very short
sequences (d = 1) for red and yellow clusters (top), longer
sequences (d ' 5..25) for blue and cyan clusters (bottom).

9. EXP#1 : GEOMETRIC-HSMM WORKS AND POISSON-HSMM FAILS

Figure 3: HSMM with Geometric distribution for d, works
very fine on these data (Geometric HSMM ≡ HMM).

Figure 4: HSMM with Poisson distribution for d, fails to dif-
ferentiate the two short-sequence clusters (red/yellow).

10. EXPERIMENT #2 : DATA

Figure 5: T = 500 points in 2D, drawn from a 4-cluster
HMM, two overlapping clusters (1, 3 bottom left), all 4 clus-
ters have medium duration (d ' 5..30).
Note: No transition between states/clusters 1 and 3, but
they are (almost) the same Gaussian blobs (µi,Σi).

11. EXP#2 : GEOMETRIC FAILS, POISSON WORKS, AND SHUFFLED DATA

Figure 6: Geometric HSMM (≡ HMM)
fails to separate overlapping clusters.

Figure 7: Poisson HSMM succeeds to
separate 1, 3 and finds 4 clusters.

Figure 8: After shuffling, no time struc-
ture =⇒ both HMM/HSMM fail!

12. CONCLUSION

• HMM≡ Geometric HSMM, and our HSMM imple-
mentation can (of course) emulate a HMM,

• For both HMM and HSMM, α, β filtering is
tractable and efficient for small/truncated Dmax,

• E-M is more complicated, but works in practice,
• HSMM is more flexible, can be adaptive to the

time structure in the data (e.g. long sequences),
• But a HSMM is more costly (time & memory),
• A fun application: two-hand piano sheet align-

ment, automatically playing one hand if the player
stops (cf. youtu.be/YRHgyl8IdNY).
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